
Orthographic Mapping



Introduction

• Phonics first to embed the alphabetical principle and basic code.

• Ensuring children understand the complexities of English orthography. 
• Knowing GPCs
• Orthographic mapping
• Best Fit method

• Understanding morphemes

• Spelling patterns – not rules!

• Etymology

‘medicine’, ‘medical’, ‘paramedic



What is Orthography?

The conventional spelling system of a language.

The study of spelling and how letters combine to 
represent sounds and form words. 

Oxford English Dictionary



High quality SSP ensuring children have a 
solid foundational knowledge of GPCs

We advocate the use of a systematic synthetic phonics programme which 
will cover all of the grapheme-correspondences. 

There are 44 phonemes in the English language 

There are around 250 graphemes.



f as in function

ff  as in cuff

ph as in photo

gh as in tough

The phoneme /f/ 
has four 

graphemes:



i as in find

igh as in light

y as in try

i_e as in kite

ie as in pie

The phoneme /i/ 
has five 

graphemes:



The majority of GPCs will be taught 
through the statutory SSP. 

In Phonics Shed we cover them by the 
end of Chapter 4b whilst adding and 
consolidating them in 4c and beyond. 

This should not end at the 
‘completion’ of your phonics scheme. 

When?



Spelling Shed lists in Stage 3 (Year 3) 

Lists are generally organised around grapheme/phoneme 
patterns. 

List one 
mouth
around
sprout

List two 
touch
double
country

Spelling Lists



What do these words have in 
common?

Which of these words is the 
odd one out? 

cousin, count, couple

Can we split the word into 
syllables?

How do we map this word?

Spelling Lessons



Year 6 – new Spelling Shed 
scheme

https://www.edshed.com/en-gb/resources/spelling-shed-2022--preview-/stage-6?scheme=spelling-shed-scheme




1.6 Etymology existence

Late 14th Century 
meaning ‘reality’ 
from Old 
French existence.

From Medieval 
Latin existentia

Latin existere
meaning ‘stand 
forth, come 
out, emerge.’ 

existere

‘ex’ 
meaning 

‘out’

‘sistere’ 
meaning 
‘to stand’

Can you think of any other words 
which may have derived from the 

same meaning? 



1.9

accommodate

How many syllables?

ac|com|mo|date
4

available

a|vail|a|ble
4



1.13

notice, office, service, 
practice, justice

prejudice
Irregular spelling pattern

Why might ’prejudice’ be difficult to decode?

The ‘ice’ ending is pronounced ‘iss’.

Can you think of any other words 
that share this ending?





Preview of Year 1 – new Spelling 
Shed scheme



Can you sort these words into the correct jar? 
Which prefix do they need to make the opposite meaning?

Ends in a double 
letter digraph.

Ends in ‘nk’

Has a /k/

3.1

kit

basket

think imperfect

honk

skin bank

fluffbuzz

mask

grass

puff

pink



catch kitchen

patchditch

switch

witch

match batch

hutch

3.2 This week’s words
Do you know what they all mean?
What have they got in common?

fetch

kitchen has 2 syllables:
kitch | en

All other words have just 1 
syllable.

How many 
syllables are 

in each word?

This week’s 
words all have 

the ‘tch’ 
trigraph. 

It makes a /ch/ 
sound.



/a/

/i//u/

/e/

Can you sort the words by the sound 
before ‘tch’?

catch

patch

ditch

witchfetch

match

hutch batch

kitchen

switch

3.3



young

young y ou ng

Orthographic Mapping



Meet long e

e_e
ee
ea
ey
y
ie

Positional 
Best Fit

Which is most likely?

At the beginning of words

e_e, ee and ea but never ie. 

ey and y are not found at the beginning of words. 

Orthographic Mapping



Meet long e

e_e
ee
ea
ey
y
ie

Positional 
Best FitOrthographic Mapping

Which is most likely?

In the middle of words

e_e, ee, and ie are all used.  ie as in chief is less 
common. 

ey and y are not commonly used in the middle of 
words. 



Meet long e

e_e
ee
ea
ey
y
ie

Positional 
Best FitOrthographic Mapping

Which is most likely?

At the end of words

ie is used in words like pixie and brownie but less 
common. 
ey and y are most commonly used at the end of words.  
E.g. trolley, chimney, story, salty. 

story vs storey



Can we split the 
word cousin into 

syllables?
am|a|teur

Syllabify words
Target tricky sections



GHOTI is nonsense

GHOTI = FISH



Use your
‘Spelling 
Voice’



Enunciate

We often miss sounds/letters when we are speaking. 

Think about how you say these words.  Which letters do you miss?

camera history geography chocolate

temperature government environment family

camra histry jography choclit

temprature goverment enviroment famly



Teacher Hub
New SS scheme preview

Game screen

New full Scheme available in September

<<<<< Go to our EdShed YouTube Channel to watch the recording of this webinar

support@edshed.com

mailto:support@edshed.com

